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Introduction1.

Background
Dimensionality reduction using t-SNE [3]
Hyperbolic spaces 
Accelerated data structure: Barnes Hut [4] 

Research Gap
No implementaion of the suggested
quadree for the upper half model [2] in the
context of hyperbolic t-SNE.

Research Question: Implemet the suggested
quadtree for the upper half model [2] in the
context of hyperbolic t-SNE and benchmark it
against different embedings (error and speed).
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2. Methodology

3. Results

4. Conclusion

Limitations:
Current implementation is not fast because the comunication
between the Python and JAVA relies on reading and writing
files

Future works:
Implement the quadtree in C++ to avoid reading/writing
overhead
Calculate the gradient and project points in the upper half -
plane model
Compare the method to other existing solution

Precision and Recall

Final Embeddings 
MNIST - 10000 PLANARIA - 1000

Effect of θ

Build time of the
quadtree

Time for calculating the
negative forces

Horobox: defined  by its corner points 
and                               , which are minimal and maximal in both
directions. We define                     and                            which we will
call the height and the width.
Initialization the root cell
For a given set of points first we find the bounding horobox 
If                      and                   , we find smallest whole number
such that                    and                   and we let                         
Otherwise we find the smallest whole number     such that 
                  and                    and we let                    and
Then we let                         ,                                and calculate 
following the definition.      will be our root cell and    the level 
Spliting criteria
For a cell         if                      we split into 4 cells along the axis-
parallel lines                                     . Otherwise we first split along
                                  then we split the bottom cell into         cells
with equal width. 

Integrating the quadtree in the context of hyperbolic t-SNE

Einstein midpoint

where                       and       is the coordinate of the point in Klein model 


